ABSTRACT
◆Bootstrap test on H1 w/ BEs# for pre-SSW ☆Find linked cases (see Fig. 5a ) Frequency: Nobs BEs# =14 Duration: τobs BEs# =14.6 days ☆Test for significant difference(s) ・Randomly replace SSWs in year, count Nind BEs# & τind BEs# ・Repeat 10,000 times to get PDFs ・Compare obs. to the PDFs (Fig. 6a,b) ⇒Neither Nobs BEs# or τobs BEs# different ☆Compare SSWs & BEs# to Fz (Fig. 7) SSWs closely tied to Fz BEs# weakly related to Fz ◆Bootstrap test on H2 w/ all BEs ☆Find linked cases (see Fig. 5b ) Nobs BEs =97, τobs BEs =11.9 days ☆Test for significant difference(s) (Fig. 6c,d) ⇒Neither Nobs BEs or τobs BEs different ☆Compare SSWs, BEs & AO (Fig. 8 ) AO-bias for post-SSW, but variable AO weakly related to BEs For AOI<0, 1 BE day vs. 0.8 non-BE day Observed values marked by arrows. 
Summary
◆"Bootstrap" tests on SSW-BE association ◆NOT supported for either pre-or post-SSW, treating all SSWs & BEs altogether (Fig.9 ) ◆NOT dominant mode of ST coupling 
